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Abstract

We show that the class of context free languages CFL is not equal to ⊕1−P DA
(= ⊕CFL), the class of languages, which are recognized by a nondeterministic oneway push-down automaton equipped with parity acceptance. Furthermore we show
that LOG(⊕CFL) = ⊕AuxP DApt contains all languages, which can be recognized
by a uniform weak unambiguous AC 1 -circuit introduced in [LR90a]. Therefore, it
contains all languages, which can be recognized by a CREW -PRAM. We show,
log
that L#Aux P DApt is contained in uniform T C 1 , which sharpens a result in [Vin91],
where inclusion in N C 2 was shown. At last we show, that AC k , SAC k and P
can be characterized as the logarithmic closure of certain types of languages. These
languages are either those given by linear alternating grammars or they are languages
which are recognized by alternating pushdown automata with the restriction that
their storage has to be empty if they make an alternating transition. In particular,
we consider the cases when the depth of alternation is bounded by a constant or a
polylogarithmic function.

1

Introduction

In [Val79] Valiant defined the counting class #P for polynomial timebounded Turing
machines. More generaly we define the counting class #X as the class of functions f
such that there is a nondeterministic automaton or grammar of the kind X (whatever
X is) and f tells us for an input i the number f (i) of accepting computation paths of
the automaton rsp. leftmost derivations of the grammar. In analogy to the definition
of M ODk L in [BDHM91] we can define the class M odk X as the class of of languages A
with ∃f ∈ #X ∀i i ∈ A ⇔ f (i) 6≡ 0 mod k. According to [GNW90] we can write this
as {x 6≡ 0 mod k}X and define the classes N X := {x > 0}X, co − N X := {x = 0}X,
EX := {x = y}X and GX := {x > y}X. Of special interest is ⊕X := M od2 X [Dam90].
For polynomial timebounded Turing machines (X = P ), logarithmic spacebounded Turing machines (X = L) or polynomial timebounded push-down automata with auxiliary
logarithmic spacebounded tape (X = Auxlog P DApt ) no separation results between all
these classes are known. In Section 2 we show some separations for context free grammars
(X = CF L) rsp. One-way push-down automata without auxiliary tape (X = 1−P DA).
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There are various connections between formal language classes and complexity classes
[Lan89] [Rei89] [Rei90], where we need the logarithmic closure over a class S of languages
LOG(S) := {Y | ∃X ∈ S with Y ≤log X} with L ≤log L0 , if there is a logarithmic
space-bounded transducer T with x ∈ L if and only if fT (x) ∈ L0 . In Section 3 we
will see, that push-down automata with Y-acceptance (Y ∈ {⊕, N, co−N, E, G, M odk })
without two-way input and without log-space working tape generate languages which are
complete for the complexity class Y Auxlog P DApt with respect to ≤log -reduction. Thus
we generalize the equation N Auxlog P DApt = LOG(CF L) of Sudborough in [Sud78] to
Y Auxlog P DApt = LOG(Y 1−P DA). This result may be interpreted in the sense that in
Y Auxlog P DApt -automata the push-down part may be separated from the log-space/twoway part. This decomposition is possible for (full) alternating push-down automata as
shown in [Rei89] and [Rei90] improving a result of [JK89]. We want to remark here that
this relation does not seem to hold in general: it appears that unambiguous automata do
not allow for decompositions of this kind.
There are also various connections to circuit complexity classes [Ruz81], [Ven88], [LR90a]
and Parallel Random Access Machines [SV84] ,[AJ93], [NR92] [Ros91]. In Sections 4
and 5 we will add two further connections to the graph describing inclusion structures
of complexity classes. The picture will give a overview on the inclusions of the various
classes.
A more complicated kind of acceptance is the alternation [CKS81]. This method is important, because it gives an equivalent characterization of the polynomial hierarchy. Applying
alternation to push-down automata yields very high complexity classes as the polynomial
hierarchy, PSPACE or EXPTIME [Rei89], [LSL84], [LLS84]. This was the reason to introduce in [LR91] the notion of empty alternation by investigating alternating automata
which are restricted to empty their storage except for a logarithmically space-bounded
tape before making an alternating transition. Hereby new characterizations of the classes
AC k , SAC k and P and applying this to polynomial timebounded Turing machines a
new characterization for Wagners class ΘP2 := LN P = P N P [log] [Wag88] was obtained. In
Section 6 we apply empty alternation to one-way push-down automata (We will write
1−EAΣa P DA). Hereby we obtain similar results like those in Section 3 (We will write
log
EAΣlog
a P DApt for (a − 1 times) empty alternating Aux P DApt ). In Section 7 we apply
alternation to linear grammars and obtain similar results like those in Section 6.

2

Separating classes with different context free acceptances

It is easy to see, that using the methods in [HU79], that there is a one to one correspondence between leftmost derivations of a grammar and the accepting paths of a push-down
automaton. Thus it holds Y CF L = Y 1−P DA for Y ∈ {⊕, N, co−N, E, G, M odk }.
Theorem 2 ⊕CF L 6⊆ CF L
Proof: The language {an bm cl | n ≥ m ⊕ m ≥ l ⊕ l ≥ n} is a member of ⊕CF L because
it is generated by the grammar {S → Cc | aA | B, C → Cc | aC | D, D → aDb | ab, A →
aA | E, E → bE | F, F → bF c | bc, B → Bc | G, G → aGc | aHc, H → bH | b}. But the
assumption L ∈ CF L leads to a contradiction when pumping the word an bn cn .
In the same way it holds M odk CF L 6⊆ CF L for any k and ECF L 6⊆ CF L and GCF L 6⊆
CF L follow from ECF L ⊇ coCF L and GCF L ⊇ coCF L.

3

The logarithmic closure over push-down automata with different acceptances

Theorem 3 Y Auxlog P DApt = LOG(Y 1−P DA) holds for Y ∈ {⊕, N, co−N, E, G, M odk }
’⊇’ is clear, the idea for ’⊆’ is the following: A surface configuration contains the logarithmic spacebounded tape and the state, but not the stack, which means that the number
of such transitions is polynomial. The logarithmic spacebounded transducer writes every
possible transition on surface configurations of the Auxlog P DA in a list. Hereby every
item of the list contains a surface configuration written reversely, followed by the information about what is popped or pushed, followed by the following surface configuration
in the transition. Then the transducer writes a block marker and repeats the whole list
p(|x|) times, where p is the polynomial, which bounds the time of the Auxlog P DA. Now
the 1−P DA can simulate the Auxlog P DA by using the top of the pushdown stack to find
from one transition to an appropriate following transition in the next block by comparing
the surface configurations (if it guesses the wrong position, it rejects). There will be a
one to one correspondence between the accepting paths.

4

Evaluating circuits with a ⊕push-down automaton

Theorem 4 W eakU nambAC 1 ⊆ ⊕Auxlog P DApt
Proof: W eakU nambAC 1 is defined in [LR90a] in the meaning, that an AND-(OR-)gate
with unbounded fan-in may have an undefined value, if more than one input signal has
the value 0 (1). This means, we need not care about these situations and so we can regard
these gates as replaced by ⊕ gates, which have the same behavior in the remaining cases.
We also regard the OR-gates as replaced by AND- and NOT-gates. An Auxlog P DApt
walks through the circuit in a way such that at the moment, when it enters a gate the
first time, the number of accepting paths in the sub-computation tree following this point
is odd, iff the value of the gate is 1. We get this by induction on the following behavior:
Reaching an ⊕-gate, the automaton nondeterministically branches to one of the inputs.
Reaching a NOT-gate, the automaton nondeterministically branches to go to its input
or accept (add 1 modulo 2). Reaching an input signal, the automaton rejects, if it is
0, otherwise the automaton pops a gate and continues there or if the pushdown store is
empty accepts. Reaching an AND-gate, the automaton pushes one of its inputs and goes
to the other one (this multiplies modulo 2). Since the depth is logarithmic, the runtime
is polynomial on every path

5

Counting accepting paths with a threshold circuit

Definition L#X := {A | A is log-space Turing-reducible to bin(f ) for some f ∈ #X}
with bin(f ) := {(x, i) | the i-th bit of f (x) is 1}.
Theorem 5 L#Aux

log P DA

pt

⊆ T C1

Proof: According to [Vin91] [LR90a] [LR90b] [NR91] #Auxlog P DApt = #SAC, the number of accepting subcircuits. To get this number for an OR-gate (with unbounded fan-in)
we have to sum up the numbers of all inputs. To get this number for an AND-gate (with

bounded fan-in) we have to multiply the numbers of the (w.l.o.g. 2) inputs. According to
[HHK91] both can be done by a threshold circuit with constant depth, hence a threshold
circuit with logarithmic depth can calculate the number for the complete SAC 1 -circuit
and simulate the logarithmic spacebounded transducer on the result.
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Empty alternating push-down automata

log
log
k
In [LR91], we have shown EAΣlog
log k n P DApt = EAΣlog k n (= AΣlog k n = AC ) for each k.
That is, the additional push-down store does not increase the computational power for
empty alternating automata with a logarithmic spacebounded tape and log k n alternations,
as long as we keep a polynomial time bound. In this section we will see, that the other direction holds true in the sense, that empty alternating push-down automata without twoway input and without log-space working tape generate languages which are complete for
log
EAΣlog
a(n) P DA. Thus we again generalize the equation AΣ1 P DApt = LOG(A1Σ1 P DA)
of Sudborough in [Sud78].
The definitions of alternating push-down automata differ concerning the role of λ-transitions. Fortunately this does not matter when considering empty alternation.

Definition

A 1-way-empty-alternating-push-down automaton is an 8-tuple
A = (Ze , Zu , Σ, Γ, δ, z0 , $, E)

with the set of states Z = Ze ∪ Zu consisting of existential states Ze and universal
states Zu , the input alphabet Σ, the push-down alphabet Γ, the transition relation δ ⊆
(Z × Σ × Γ) × (Z × Γ∗ ), the start state z0 , the bottom symbol $, the final states E,
the rejecting states R, the configuration set CA = Z × Σ∗ × Γ∗ , the start configuration

σA (x) = hz0 , x, $i and the configuration transition relation hz, x1 x, gki | A hz 0 , x, g 0 ki if
and only if z, z 0 ∈ Z, k, g 0 ∈ Γ∗ , g ∈ Γ, g 0 ∈ Γ∗ and hz, x1 , g, z 0 , g 0 i ∈ δ. If z ∈ Za , then a
configuration hz, x, ki ∈ CA is called a universal configuration. If z ∈ Ze , then it is called
an existential configuration. If z ∈ E and x = λ, then it is called accepting.
Since an unaugmented push-down automaton has just a finite memory, it is not possible
to count and bind the depth of alternation by an infinitely growing function. Thus we
could only treat the cases of either unbounded or constant alternation depth. To cope
with that problem, we apply a depth bound not within the automaton, but instead within
the language:
Definition Let A be a one-way empty alternating push-down automaton. The EAΣa(n) language of A is the set of all words x accepted by A, which have a finite accepting subtree
of configurations within the computation tree of A on x such that
i) The root is the existential start configuration σA (x),
ii) for every existential configuration c in the tree, there is a d with c | A d in the tree,
iii) for every universal configuration c in the tree, all d’s with c | A d are in the tree,
iv) the leaves of the tree are accepting,
v) alternations from an existential to an universal configuration or vice versa are only
allowed, if the push-down-store is empty (the push-down store is regarded as empty, if
only the bottom symbol $ is on the push-down store.1 ), and
vi) there are at most a(n) − 1 alternations on every path on the tree.
Thus, the EAΣω -language of S is L(A) and for a(n) ≤ b(n) the EAΣa(n) -language is a
subset of the EAΣb(n) -language of A.
The set of all EAΣa(n) -languages of one-way empty alternating push-down automata
is denoted by 1 −EAΣa(n) P DA. 1 −SEAΣa(n) P DA is the set of languages which can
be recognized by 1-way-empty-semi-unbounded-alternating- push-down automata, which
are only allowed to make finitely many steps in universal states before alternating into an
existential state.
Using the result of [BCD+ 88], it is easy to see, that we then have
Theorem 6.1 LOG(1−EAΣk P DA) = LOG(CF L) for each k.
Theorem 6.2

1. AC k = EAΣlog
log k n P DApt = LOG(1−EAΣlog k n P DA)

2. SAC k = SEAΣlog
log k n P DApt = LOG(1−SEAΣlog k n P DA)
3. P = LOG(1−EAΣω P DA) = LOG(1−SEAΣω P DA)
Proof: Since 1−(S)EAΣa(n) P DA is contained in (S)EAΣlog
a(n) P DApt , and the later is closed
log
k
under log-reducibility, and because (S)AC = (S)EAΣlogk n P DApt , it suffices to exhibit
some (S)AC k -complete set, which is generated as (S)EAΣlogk n -language by an one-way
empty alternating push-down automaton. This is done in Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2
below.
Lemma 6.1 AC k ⊆ LOG(1−EAΣlogk n P DA)
1

A is not allowed to push further $ symbols.

Proof: We define the following formal language CF Ek , which is in case of k = ω just a
variation of the context-free-emptiness problem.
CF Ek := {w | w =< S >R #&vu ,where v is a concatenation of all <
A > %# < B1 >R # < B2 >R #...# < Bi >R #& for a production A →
B1 B2 ..., Bi ∈ P and u is a concatenation of all < T > & for terminals T ∈ Σ
for an encoding <> of Σ ∪ V and a grammar G = (Σ, V, P, S) with a word in
L(G) with a derivation tree not deeper than O(log k (|w|) using the productions
in the order of v.}
CF Ek is complete for ACk :
The idea behind the AC k -hardness of CF Ek is to transform conjunctions B = B1 ∧ B2 ∧
. . . ∧ Bn into context-free rules B ⇒ B1 B2 . . . Bn and disjunctions A = A1 ∨ A2 ∨ . . . ∨ An
into (the set of) rules A ⇒ A1 |A2 | . . . |An .
Let L be accepted by an AC k circuit family. Using the unifying machine of this family, we
can construct a log-space computable function f which maps an input x to an unbounded
fan-in circuit of log k depth, which evaluates to 1, iff x ∈ L. A logarithmic transducer T
can convert such a circuit to a context-free grammar in the following way: We assume
w.l.o.g., that the output gate is OR and that there are only connections from OR gates to
AN D gates and vice versa. If A is the output of an OR-gate and B1 , ...Bi are the inputs
of an AN D-gate with its output in this OR-gate, then the production A ⇒ B1 ...Bi has
to be in the grammar. The productions have to be in a monotone order, which means,
that an encoding of a production with A on the left side has to be after the encoding of a
production with A on the right side; this can simply be done by repeating the productions
log k n times. All inputs having the value 1 are the terminals and the output of the circuit
is the start-symbol of the grammar. A gate of the circuit has value 1 iff a word consisting
of terminals can be derived from the corresponding variable, so T reduces L to CF Ek .
An alternating 1-way push-down automaton M recognizing CF Eω works as follows: M
chooses existentially a production and tests the reverse order encoding of the variable with
the push-down store in existential states and thus emptying the push-down store. Then
M chooses the variable on the right side of a production in an universal state without
using the push-down store. M starts with < S > on the push-down store. Clearly the
EAΣlogk -language of M is CF Ek .
The following is the formal definition:
M = ({z0 , z1 , z2 , za }, {zu }, Σ ∪ {#, %, &}, Σ ∪ {$}, δ, z0 , $, {za })
with

δ := { (z0 , x, g, z0 , xg) | x ∈ Σ, g ∈ Σ ∪ {$},
(z1 , y, g, z1 , g) | y ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &},
(z2 , g, g, z2 , λ), (z2 , &, $, za , $),
(zu , x0 , $, zu , $), (zu , #, $, z0 , $),
(zu , &, $, za , $), (za , y, $, za , $)}

(z0 , #, g, z1 , g),
(z1 , &, g, z2 , g),
(z2 , %, $, zu , $),
(zu , #, $, zu , $),

Lemma 6.2 SAC k ⊆ LOG(1−SEAΣlogk n P DA)
Proof: Restricting the grammars to be in Chomsky normal form settles the semi-unbounded case: the bounded fan-in of AN D-gates corresponds to the restriction to 2
variables on the right hand side of the productions of the simulated grammar.

We define CF ECk analogously to CF Ek with the difference, that the grammar must be
in Chomsky normal form. CF ECk can be recognized by an automaton like in Lemma
6.1, which makes only one step in an universal state by deciding which variable on the
right side of a production is used. CF ECk is complete for SACk . The bounded fan-in
of AN D-gates corresponds with the restriction to 2 variables on the right side of the
productions. The formal definition is:
M = ({z0 , z1 , z2 , z3 , za }, {zu }, Σ ∪ {#, %, &}, Σ ∪ {$}, δ, z0 , $, {za })
with

7

δ := { (z0 , x, g, z0 , xg) | x ∈ Σ, g ∈ Σ ∪ {$},
(z1 , y, g, z1 , g) | y ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &},
(z2 , g, g, z2 , λ), (z2 , &, $, za , $),
(zu , #, $, z0 , $), (zu , #, $, z3 , $),
(z3 , x, $, z3 , $), (z3 , #, $, z0 , $),

(z0 , #, g, z1 , g),
(z1 , &, g, z2 , g),
(z2 , %, $, zu , $),
(za , y, $, za , $)}.

Alternating linear Grammars

We now consider alternating grammars. There are several possibilities to do this for
alternating context free grammars. So for alternating context free grammars in [Mor89] it
holds LOG(λ−f reeACF L) = P SP ACE according to [CT90], but for alternating (also λfree) alternating context free grammars in [Rei89] it holds LOG(CF LΣω ) = EXP T IM E.
In any case there are close relations to alternating push-down automata and complexity
classes. But it seems difficult to introduce the concept of empty alternation within the
framework of grammars. Instead of trying to do so, we will consider in this subsection
alternating linear (context free) grammars, since linear grammars seem somehow to work
without auxiliary storage, which implies in this case the coincidence of alternation and
empty alternation. (Compare this with the N SP ACE(log(n))-completeness of linear
languages, and with the fact that for logarithmic space alternation and empty alternation
coincide).
We now turn to alternating linear grammars:
Definition
an 8-tuple

According to [Rei89] and [Rei90] we regard an alternating grammar G as
G = (V, Ve , Va , Σ, Pe , Pa , S, F ) with S, F ∈ Ve ∩ Va ,

for k > 0 we define:
SenF Σ0 (G) := SenF Π0 (G) := {S}
∗
SenF Σ1 (G) := {α ∈ (Va ∪ Σ)∗ | S =⇒ α}
Pe
∗

SenF Π1 (G) := {α ∈ (Ve ∪ Σ)∗ | ∀β ∈ {S, F }(β =⇒ α → β = S)}
Pa

∗

SenF Σk+1 (G) := {α ∈ (Va ∪ Σ)∗ | ∃β ∈ (Ve ∪ Σ)∗ ∩ SenF Πk (G) with β =⇒ α}
Pe

∗

SenF Πk+1 (G) := {α ∈ (Ve ∪ Σ)∗ | ∀β ∈ (Va ∪ Σ)∗ (β =⇒ α → β ∈ SenF Σk (G)}.
Pa

Since a linear grammar G can have sentential forms with more than one variable in
SenF Π1 (G), SenF Σ2 (G), ..., we define the ω-set as a union of all odd sets:
SenF Σω (G) :=

[

k odd

SenF Σk (G).

Alternating linear languages can be defined as:
LΣk (G) := SenF Σk (G) ∩ Σ∗
LIN Σlogk n :=
{L | there is an alternating linear grammar G with LΣ2O(logk n)+1 (G) := L}
LIN Σω := {L | there is an alternating linear grammar G with LΣω (G) := L}
The corresponding grammar for SAC k is an alternating linear grammar with no recursion
in the universal productions. Then we have:
Theorem 7.1 LOG(LIN Σω ) = P ,

LOG(LIN Σk ) = N L for k ≥ 1.

The first part coincides with LOG(linearACF L) = P according to [CT90], the proof is
equivalent to the proof of the next theorem.
In the case of bounded alternation we get further characterizations of AC k and SAC k .
Theorem 7.2 LOG(LIN Σlogk n ) = AC k
Proof:
’⊆’: In analogy to the proof of in [LR91], there are only linear many sentential forms.
’⊇’: We define the following complete language CF EMk := {wR &w | w ∈ CF Ek }.
CF EMk is complete for AC k , in the same way as CF Ek . We can construct an alternating
linear grammar G for CF EMk , which simulates the work of the empty alternating pushdown automaton in Lemma 6.1, where a path from the start-configuration to an accepting
configuration corresponds to a reduction of a word to the start-symbol. The comparison
of two (unary) encodings, which was done with the push-down store is now made by a
simultaneous reduction of two parts in the two halfs of the word. Hereby the simulation
always changes to the other half, when the next encoding has to be found. The formal
definition for G is:
({S, F, T, M }, {S, F, T, C, C 0 }, {S, F, M, A, A0 , B, B 0 }, Σ ∪ {&, #, %, &}, Pe , Pa , S, F )
with
Pe := { S → T | M,
and Pa := {
M → xM x | x ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &},
T → C | C 0 | T x | xT | x ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &}
A → Ax | x ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &},
B → A& | yBy | y ∈ Σ,
C → %B,
A0 → xA0 | x ∈ Σ ∪ {#, %, &},
B 0 → &A0 | yB 0 y | y ∈ Σ,
C 0 → %B 0 }

M → &, A → &, A0 → &,
A0 → #C,
C → zC | z ∈ Σ ∪ {#},
A → #C 0 ,
C 0 → C 0 z | z ∈ Σ ∪ {#}}

Finally, let us mention some relations to automata. The machine model corresponding
to the linear languages is the one-turn push-down automaton, which starts its computations in a ’push’-mode, where no symbols may be popped from the stack and then
enters a final ’pop’-mode, in which no more symbols may be pushed onto the stack. Unfortunately, a closer look at the constructions in [Rei89] reveals the Σpk -completeness of

1−AΣk+1 P DA1−T U RN i.e., it shows a ’strong’ behavior. To come to an adequate machine
characterization of alternation, Chen and Toda defined in [CT90] a state-free alternating
pushdown automata, which is forced to pop a symbol in every step after entering the
’pop’-mode. On the other hand, the 1-turn restriction is very severe when considering
empty alternating push-down automata, as their accepted languages seem to coincide
with the Boolean closure of linear languages, which is contained in N LOG.
Thanks to Carsten Damm, Volker Diekert, Klaus-Jörn Lange and
Peter Rossmanith for many interesting discussions and helpful remarks.
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